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-The News Parade - Soviet Fight Back! Russia Stops Hitler!
(S) Lozo Collection “June 21, 1941 - The Nazis Strike - Then Declare War - Certain
in PA
Of Quick Victory!” - airplane, AERIAL of bombs dropping and
16mm Print
explosions on ground, rooftops with explosion in background,
[silent]
MCS building collapsing, MLS buildings on fire
“In The First Days, Military Experts Hold Little Hope For Russia’s
Resistance!” - soldiers running and jumping into tanks, tanks taking off
“But The Soviet Holds And Fights - Desperately!” - views of soldiers
firing artillery, soldier looking through binoculars
“Moscow Before Winter, Was Hitler’s Boast!” - prisoner with hands up
walking before soldiers with guns, group of prisoners? walking along road
“In The Urals, Men And Women Toil Unceasingly To Provide Sorely
Needed Weapons Of War!” - women working in ammunition factory,
woman then man stacking gun shells, women handling skis?, men
working on tank
“In Moscow’s Red Square, Stalin Reviews The Great Winter Army-”
- MCS Stalin on balcony of building, MCS soldiers at attention in formation
“An Army Equipped For Below-Zero Fighting-“ - views of line of
soldiers in formation singing, CS soldiers singing
“-An Army That Marches From Moscow Directly To Battle!” - soldiers
carrying rifles with bayonets marching in snow with buildings in background,
Stalin and three others on balcony of building, soldiers marching with rifles
pointed forward, soldiers on horses marching in snow, MCS people in
crowd smiling, tanks rolling by
“The Nazi Armies Battle To Within Sight Of Moscow - Their Winter Goal!”
- barriers? in front of buildings, white armored train?, POV from train
“And Russia Fights - Fights For Its Life!” - artillery firing, MCS soldier
looking through eyepiece of artillery gun, CS soldier loading gun from inside
tank train?, soldiers laying on ground firing rifles
“For Winter, Russia’s Fighters Are Prepared. Nazis Are Not!” - soldiers in
trench with snow on ground, CS soldiers in trench reading document, CS
soldier looking through binoculars, CS soldiers turning around and taking
aim on anti-aircraft gun, view from ground of airplanes flying, soldier looking
through binoculars, CS soldier firing anti-aircraft gun, CS soldier loading
anti-aircraft gun, airplane falling, CS wreck of airplane on ground, CS dead
body laying in snow next to crashed airplane
“Before An Electrified World Russia Launches Its Offensive!” - soldiers
in trench in snow aiming their rifles, soldiers leaving trench and running
across snow cover field with bayonets on rifles, CS soldier talking on field
telephone, soldiers coming out of bunker, soldiers firing artillery from
amongst snow covered trees, CS soldier picking up shell from pile, MCSs
artillery firing
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“The Indominable Russian Cavalry Fighters Harrass The Enemy
Everywhere!” - soldiers on horses along snow covered path, soldiers
getting onto horses, soldiers on horses riding through trees and over
snow covered field
“Over A Thousand-Mile Front The Retreating Nazis Are Shattered!”
- soldiers on foot running across snow covered field, CS soldier loading
artillery gun, MCS soldier signaling, artillery firing, CS soldier
signaling, artillery firing, explosion, soldiers on snow covered
air field, CS propellers of airplane turning with light snow falling, CS
pilot in cockpit, CS soldier firing gun to signal pilot, airplane taking off
in snow, airplane flying, CS pilot in cockpit, AERIAL of bombs falling,
explosions of bombs on snow and explosions of bombs on snow covered
buildings, barbed wired fence with snow on ground, soldiers laying on
snow covered ground then running off and jumping into snow covered
tanks, CS soldier with gun saluting with glove covered hand, artillery
firing, CSs snow covered tanks across fields, tank crashing through barbed
wire fence, POV from tank, dead bodies laying on snow and bullet ridden
tanks, sign on bullet ridden wind shield of tank: “Nicht Fahrbereif”
“His Troops - Weary - Disillusioned - Hungry - Ill-Clad - Frozen!”
- prisoners walking in snow, shivering prisoners standing in snow
“History Must Record That The Nazi’s First Defeat Came When
Russia Stopped Hitler In The Winter Of 1941!” - tank firing, explosions
beyond barbed wire fence and tanks advancing, “The End”
[Castle Films]

News Parade Of The Year 1945
“Now It Can Be Seen! British Battleship Bombed!” - ship tilted and sinking
in ocean
“Nazi U-boat Scores Direct Hit On H.M.S. Barham!” - ship capsizing
and exploding as it sinks with much smoke
“Hitler’s V2 Bomb! Exposed By Allies” - views of rocket being launched
“Secret Weapon, Never Used, Was Hitler’s Threat To America!”
- views of rocket being launched
“Millions Mourn Roosevelt - Harry S. Truman Succeeds To U.S. Presidency”
- POV from train of soldiers and civilians along railroad tracks offering
their final respects to F. D. Roosevelt with INSERT CS of F. D. Roosevelt
“The War President’s Remains Are Brought To the Nation’s Capital”
- view from train of soldiers carrying rifles with bayonets and civilians,
horse-drawn hearse in funeral procession, soldiers on street in front of
crowd watching procession
“The New President Takes The Oath Of Office” -Truman taking oath in room,
MCS some people watching
“Franklin D. Roosevelt Is Buried At His Hyde Park, N.Y. Birthplace”
- soldiers firing salute with rifles, soldiers folding U.S. flag over coffin in ground
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“Final Battle In Europe!” - troops running and auto along road past
artillery guns
“The Heart Of Berlin! Soviet’s Last Offensive!” - views of soldiers firing
artillery guns in city streets, buildings on fire at night
“General Eisenhower Receives ‘Unconditional Surrender’ Pens!”
- Eisenhower receiving pens with other people posing in room
“Allies In Berlin!” - Eisenhower and other officers walking into building
“Allied Commanders Assemble To Accept Nazi Capitulation!” - officers and
Eisenhower at table signing documents
“Prime Minister Churchill Reviews Canadian And British Troops!” - Churchill
saluting in reviewing stand as soldiers march by, two soldiers carrying flags
“President Truman Reviews American Forces In Berlin!” - Truman and others
holding hats over their hearts riding in truck past troops standing in front of tanks,
troops holding U.S. and another flag, Eisenhower, Truman and others standing
before microphone, soldiers standing at attention, Truman speaking into
microphone: “We Want Peace And Prosperity For The World”
“Liberated Nations!”
“At The Arc De Triomphe, Gen. De Gaulle Pays Tribute To Spirit Of Liberty!”
- French police holding back crowd, MCS de Gaulle saluting, people standing
around flame coming out of oval disc on ground
“Holland Rejoices” - people cheering returning troops parading by in tanks
“In Denmark, King Christian Welcomes Marshall Montgomery” - Marshall
Montgomery waving at crowd while standing in car during parade, CS another
officer and woman sitting in car during parade
“Norway’s Independence Is Restored! Crown Prince Olaf Joins In Tumultuous
Celebration!” - MLS Prince waving from balcony of building, crowd cheering
“Axis War Criminals!” “Hess” - Hess shaking hands with officers at attention,
CS Hess, “Goering” - Goering sitting at table taking off his gun belt, “ Von
Runsdtedt” - Von Runsdtedt talking with another man in front of door, CS
Von Runsdtedt wearing hat, “Petain” - Petain sitting in chair in courtroom
with jury? watching, religious man speaking and making gestures, CU Petain
rubbing his eyebrow, “Laval” - Laval speaking in courtroom, judge leaning over,
Laval standing up and gesturing toward judge, “Yamashita” - Yamashita at
military trial with U.S. flag behind judges, Yamashita seated at desk

10:20:19

“Jap’s Last Stand!”, “Yanks Raise Old Glory Over Iwo Jima!”
- Marines raising U.S. flag atop Mount Suribachi

10:20:37

“Japs Are Routed In Desperate Battle For Okinawa!” - CS soldiers advancing,
CS soldier throwing hand grenade, explosion, CS soldiers running forward,
soldiers by fire in field, soldiers with rifles, soldiers advancing on road, LS
black smoke from explosion
“Atomic Bomb Destroys Nagasaki!” - mushroom cloud viewed from airplane,
AERIAL of destruction
“General MacArthur Accepts Japan’s Surrender Terms For Allied Nations!”
- Japanese soldiers standing in front of MacArthur sitting at table, MacArthur
signing documents and giving pens to officer behind him
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[also see T.O.189
22:14:56-22:15:05]
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“Yanks in Tokyo!” - soldiers riding on tanks along street, sign on building:
“United States Of America”
“General MacArthur With U.S. Army And Navy Officials In Jap Capital!”
- HA officers along walkway past soldiers at attention, soldiers holding
flags, MCS MacArthur walking along with other officers, HA LS soldiers in
front of building, MCS U.S. flag, MCS MacArthur saluting
“Pearl Harbor Avenged! Remains Of Once Powerful Jap Fleet!” - views of
damaged ships in water with one ship tilted over
“Millions Of G. I.’s Come Home!” - AERIAL with part of airplane visible
of ship filled with soldiers, HA views of multitude of soldiers on carrier
Homecoming, MCS soldiers waving, soldiers carrying belongings off ship
“At San Francisco, The Carrier Saratoga Steams Victoriously Through Golden Gate!”
- AERIALS of carrier filled with soldiers, sailors carrying suitcases off ship
“So Good To Come Home To!” - sailor being greeted with kiss by woman
and other women looking on from behind
“U.S. Navy’s Great Day!”
“President Truman Is Accorded New York’s Greatest Ovation!” - crowd on
sidewalk behind barrier, MCS Truman waving from car in parade, view from
car in front of other cars driving in parade with much ticker tape floating around
“The World’s Greatest Navy Assembles In Hudson River - Millions Line Shores!”
- gathering of Navy ships with dirigible in air above, crowd on shore watching
“The President Reviews Fleet Aboard Destroyer Renshaw!” - Navy ships with
dirigible in air above, view from ship with gun and sailor in foreground and another
ship in river with New York City skyline in background, MCS Truman and Navy
officers on ship looking up, view from ship of many airplanes flying above, Truman
and Navy officers on ship, Battleship Missouri with smoke from firing gun, CS
Battleship Missouri with smoke from firing gun
“While Planes And Guns Herald A Year Of Victory!” - Navy men on ship with
New York City skyline in background, views of ship with smoke from firing gun
and dirigible in air above, LA Truman waving hat with airplanes flying above,
many ships in river with smoke from firing guns, Navy ships with dirigible in air
and bridge in background, Truman and Navy officers in foreground with ship
passing by, LA U.S. flag flying with airplanes flying above, Battleship Renshaw,
ships in river with guns from one firing, CS Truman waving his hat [Castle Films]
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-Gay Nineties Live Again

10:26:15
10:26:19

“When Dobbin Was King!”
conductor in horse-drawn trolley standing still

10:26:28
10:26:30

“Rapid Transit”
horse-drawn trolley with passengers moving toward camera lens then
[also see 1N04
crossing frame with signs”: “480 - Belt Line To All Ferries - South
04:17:18-04:17:34]
Ferry & Central Park <2-color b/w flicker>
“Seeing New York Via Steam-Engine!”
“Blue Point Oysters” sign on horse-drawn wagon with steam train on
[also on 1N04
elevated track in background
04:16:01-04:16:38]
“Putt-Putt-And Bowlers”
street scene with pedestrians, horse-drawn carriages and autos in
[also on 1N04
front of New York Public Library <2-color b/w flicker>
04:26:06-04:26:18]
“Rush Hour!”
newsboy selling newspapers to various people on street with another
[also on 1N04
boy sitting next to him on shoe shin seat and horse-drawn trolleys
04:02:33-04:03:01]
going by in background: “17 - Broadway”, “...Shore...”, “42 -...”, boy [also on 1N07
in uniform walking by, “Cheese It, The Cop!” - policeman walking by
21:01:43-21:02:21]
[also on 1A27
02:23:05-02:47:19]
[also on 1X89
02:47:01-02:47:19]
“Bertha, The Sewing Machine Girl!”
LS women in sweatshop with two men inspecting one woman’s work
[more complete
line of women wearing blouses and long skirts punching time clock
on 1A27
as they leave work
02:21:28-02:22:09]
many women leaving factory
“Fifth Avenue At Easter-Time!”
well dressed pedestrians on sidewalk, three women and man talking
[more complete
as other pedestrians walk by
on 1N04
04:08:07-04:08:25]
“Extra! The First Subway Rush!”
people entering subway station from park with policemen controlling
[more complete
crowd with one policeman spitting to the side (ca. 1904)
on 1N04
04:07:14-04:07:41]
“Hustle And Bustle”
well dressed men and women gathering in building
“A Terrific Tennis Tournament!”
views of man and woman playing tennis, man sitting on elevated chair
at side of net keeping score: “A ‘Love’ Set”, CS racket
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(S) Lozo Collection in PA
16mm print
[also see 1N04
04:17:44-04:17:44]
[also on 1N07
21:13:34-12:13:40]
[also on 1L02
02:38:37-02:38:51]
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“Millinery On Parade!”
well dressed women walking in park with some people sitting on
benches, one woman shaking man‘s hand

10:30:10
10:30:16

“World Personalities Of Yesteryear. Sarah Bernhardt”
sailors carrying rifles marching in front of auto through closely
packed crowd, MCS Sarah Bernhardt looking backwards while
sitting in back seat of auto with top down and boys looking through
fence in background
“John Bunny”
MCS Bunny in room putting on coat and about to put on hat,
[also on T.O. 22
Bunny in bedroom putting on hat and smiling while looking at
23:06:38-23:06:49]
himself in hand held mirror
“Alexander Graham Bell”
MCS Bell with full beard on boat wearing hat and overcoat and
[also on 1X03
speaking toward camera lens, Bell holding child while standing by
04:34:06-04:34:33]
and holding hand of his wife with ocean in background
“Teddy Roosevelt And His Heroic Rough Riders”
parade through street with marching band and Rough riders on horses, [also see 1R01
dignitaries on platform with some Rough Riders watching in
01:22:45-01:22:56]
foreground, “‘T.R.’ Himself”, MCS Teddy posing in hat
“Mme. Marie Curie”
Curie at outdoor lab with test tubes and beakers, CS speaking
[also on 1X22
10:44:01-10:44:12]
“Thomas Alva Edison”
Edison in open auto holding flower with crowd in background
[also on 1X89
02:48:13-02:48:18]
“Governor-Elect Woodrow Wilson”
Wilson sitting in chair amongst group of men receiving pieces of paper
“What The Well Dressed Cameramen Wore!”
four cameramen standing in front of White House winding and
[also slightly more
shooting large still cameras
complete on 2X02
11:14:24-11:14:30]
Woodrow Wilson in chair amongst group of men <continued from above>
“Chicago As The Gay ‘90s Knew It!”
street scene with many autos and sign on building: “State Tire Company”,
street scene with horse-drawn trolley, autos and many pedestrians
“San Francisco Of The Virile Pioneers!”
POV from front of trolley down street toward building with clock
[also see 1X02
tower in distance, other trolleys, pedestrians, horse-drawn carriages,
20:29:48-20:35:51]
autos, policeman and man on bicycle all crossing track in front of
trolley, sign on another trolley: “Sight Seeing Car”
“Fire Fighters Of A Bygone Era!”
firefighters on horse-drawn steam engines coming out of firehouse,
views of engines along street rushing to fire, CS front view of three
horses running hard while pulling engine
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[also see 1X89
02:49:38-02:49:54]
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“When Grandma Was A Bathing Beauty!”
three women at beach wearing bathing suits?, IRIS IN

10:35:18
10:35:21

“The Grand Parade”
bathing beauty contestants in elaborate bathing suits with one
wearing custom fit U.S flag walking across plank over water with
crowd in background, long line of bathing beauties in elaborate
bathing suits with one wearing custom fit U.S. flag walking on
boardwalk

10:36:23
10:36:27

“Lady Godiva Of The Gay ‘90s”
woman on white horse following line of bathing beauties
<continued from above>
“Milady Before The Boyish Bob!”
hair dresser trimming woman with long hair, woman showing hairdo
with comb placed in the back of hair
“Evening Gowns Were Brief!”
woman modeling evening gown with fancy hat
“Dancing Was Graceful...And Vigorous!”
man in tuxedo and woman Ballroom dancing in living room
“Tight Ropes...”
male tight rope walker jumping on rope with Coney Island buildings
in background
“...And Tights”
female tight rope walker with thick legs wearing tights, carrying
parasol and walking across tight rope with elaborate Coney Island buildings
in background
“Time Marches On!”
two women and man going out on Sunday drive in 1905 Cadillac
[also more complete
auto with woman in back seat holding bouquet of flowers - man
on 1C15
taking crank out of compartment in auto, man turning crank on
02:49:25-02:50:12]
side of auto, exhaust coming out from rear of auto, front of auto
[also on 1X87
vibrating, man getting into vibrating auto and driving off, HA
16:18:37-16:19:10]
MLS auto along road, “The End” [Castle Films] <intertitles>

10:36:34
10:36:38
10:36:56
10:37:01
10:37:12
10:37:18
10:37:44
10:37:48
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10:38:02
10:38:24
10:38:27

-10:39:01

[also less complete
on 1A22&23
01:17:51-01:18:01&
on 1A25
15:25:03-15:25:13&
on 1X49
08:10:06-08:10:13&
on 1X71
16:32:17-16:32:40]
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-Here Comes The Circus
[silent]
HA LS “Big Top” tents on grounds, families walking on grounds,
mother buying cotton candy for daughter, CS boy drinking soda
10:39:53
“Step This Way To The Big Side Show” - barker on side show
stand talking toward crowd and looking at his watch, “Watch The
Little Lady On My Right!” - views from behind of people watching
barker and line of women performers on stand, CS women inserting
long sword all the way down her throat
10:40:22
“Annette, Snake Charmer Extraordinary!” - CS woman snake
charmer with snake wrapped around her body
10:40:33
“Now For The Big Show” - crowd at main entrance, MCS grandfather
seated amongst crowd buying children toys, “Cole Brothers Circus
Presents The Magnificent Spectacle ‘Pan Americana’!” - four women
on horses carrying U.S. flags, band, clowns and circus performers
including woman in zebra-drawn chariot, Emmett Kelly and woman
on elephant making grand entrance
10:41:57
CSs clowns including Emmett Kelly, “Introducing Miss Betty Rich,
Queen Of The Air!”- views of woman performing on flying trapeze,
10:43:26
“The Famous Nelson Troupe” - views of three women and three men
acrobats performing, “The Reiffenach Troupe - Bareback Riding Marvels”
- two men and four women riding bareback on four horses around ring,
MCS Emmett Kelly, woman doing acrobatics on back of horse,
grandfather holding boy while pointing toward performers, Voise Troupe
of clowns doing gymnastic feats high in the air, views of horse trainer guiding
Pamalino Liberty horses around ring, MCS Emmett Kelly, Miss Dorothy
Herbert on horse jumping over barricade on fire, clowns Otto and Freddie
performing, Clyde Beatty in cage with lions and tigers, views of the Flying
Thrillers performing on flying trapezes, Miss Jean Allen doing tricks with
elephants, “The End”
-10:51:47 (1940s or 1950s) [Castle Films] <intertitles>

10:51:51
-10:55:24

-<home movies>
Penn Wheelmen 1944
stage show filmed with hand held camera in audience male dancers in front of chorus of men, various men standing at
microphone, women dancing in front of chorus of men waving their
arms, men in costumes dancing in front of chorus of men, men in
blackface, women in costumes prancing on stage, chorus girls
dancing, various other dancers, people holding up cards revealing
image of U.S. flag, acrobat, man Tap dancing, three men dancing in
their underwear, various acts, curtain coming down

[also see 1X94
11:35:07-11:49:55]
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-<home movies>
Bob And Cherries 1948 [color] TRACK HOUSING
houses in suburb, family relaxing in backyard with man playing
with dog, man and woman with dog in front yard, man and woman
coming through gate, man laying in chair, man trying to spank
woman with spatula, man cooking in outdoor brick grill, man
mowing yard with hand mower, woman in chair holding dog,
men in swimming suits playing at boxing with each other, man
carrying drink in wheel barrow, men and women sitting at table
with one man holding dog, various neighbors outside their pastel
colored houses, dark views of people and dog inside house, various
people outside with dog

